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I. INTRODUCTION

We are teaching law in challenging times. In response to the economic downturn, diminished employment prospects for law school graduates, the ever-escalating costs of a legal education, and the decline in demand for legal services, law schools must adapt. In this article, we explore the consequences of these changes and offer some potential solutions.

1 See generally Richard Susskind, The End of Lawyers: Rethinking the Nature of Legal Services (2008) (citing the economic shifts that have yielded a “new normal” for the provision of legal services); Thomas D. Morgan, The Vanishing American Lawyer (2010) (studying changes in legal profession in response to pre- and post-recession shifts); Vincent Rougeau, Four Ways to Fix Law School, U.S. News & World Report, (Feb. 5, 2013, 2:45 PM), http://www.usnews.com/opinion/articles/2013/02/05/four-ways-to-fix-law-school (in the presence of “extraordinary worldwide economic uncertainty, one begins to wonder what type of future exists for new lawyers.”).


3 Data collected from law schools by U.S. News & World Report reveals that “85% of law graduates from ABA-accredited schools boasted an average debt load of $98,500.” Student debt-service exceeded $120,000 at 29 law schools. William D. Henderson & Rachel M. Zahorsky, The Law School Bubble: How Long Will It Last if Law Grads Can’t Pay Bills, A.B.A.J. (Jan. 1, 2012), http://www.abajournal.com/magazine/article/the_law_school_bubble_how_long_will_it_last_if_law_grads_cant_pay_bills/. In contrast, nine months after commencement “only 68% of those grades reported employment in positions that require a J.D. Less than 51% found employment in private law firms.” Id.; see also Elizabeth G. Olson, Does Law School Have a Future? CNN Money (Dec. 18, 2012), http://management.fortune.cnn.com/2012/12/18/does-law-school-have-a-future/ (noting that, to date, more than half of the country’s 200 law schools “are cutting back the size of their entering classes, and many are phasing out more student financial aid, which effectively lowers tuition. But the powerful economic reality is that law schools are big business, with tuition high enough that students graduate with an average of more than $100,000 each in debt.”); Tamanaha, supra note 2, at 181 (“The economic model of law schools is unsustainable.”); see generally Law Professors Question Sustainability of Legal Education, Urge Changes, Inside Higher Ed (Mar. 8, 2013), http://www.insidehighered.com/quicktakes/2013/03/08/law-professors-question-sustainability-legal-education-urge-changes (urging the ABA to “alter the economics” of law schools, because “legal education cannot continue on the current trajectory.”); Deborah J. Merritt, Letter to the ABA Mar. 10,
declining law student enrollments, fickle and changing client demands, and an increasingly global playing field, both the academy and the practice of law continue to undergo rather seismic shifts. Moreover, the smaller numbers of students who are choosing law school are primarily members of the Millennial “Generation C”—a group with learning preferences, strengths and weaknesses unlike those of most of their professors.

Against the backdrop of an irrevocably changed legal landscape and law school constituency, a host of proposals have emerged for reform of the academy’s educational model. The recession has rendered inescapable a collective reckoning with the long-held criticism that “law schools teach students how to think like a lawyer, but not how to be one.” Most of the discussion for law school


4 Olson, supra note 3 (“Law school enrollment is down by about 15% from 2010,” and the number of students “taking the law school admissions test in October 2012 was down by 16.4% from the previous year, hitting its lowest level since 1999.”).


6 Rougeau, supra note 1 at 1 (noting “the realities of an integrated global economic environment”).

7 Id. (“The American legal profession is facing challenges unlike any we have witnessed before. The average debt load of law school students continues to increase, major law firms have slashed the number of entry-level associates they hire, and observers do not expect a return to the days when graduates could expect to earn six-figure salaries despite little training in the day-to-day practice of law.”); see also Olson, supra note 3 (noting pending lawsuits brought by disgruntled graduates against their law school alma maters and stating, “Like it or not, law schools may have to up their game if they are going to overcome the objections of their own disgruntled graduates.”).

8 See infra note 66 and accompanying text.

reinvention has focused on enhancing skills-based practical learning opportunities so that graduates will be better prepared for the practice of law. Those proposals have placed considerable emphasis on the second and third years of law school, with some advocating for in-the-field training, others embracing an exclusively clinical model, and still others advancing the position that the third year of law school be dispensed with all together to decrease student debiservice and hasten on-site practical learning. Recently, discussion has turned to the propriety of requiring law students to submit to a post-graduation apprenticeship akin to the prototype in place for medical residents.

Not enough attention has been paid, however, to how law schools can enhance the caliber, relevance, and appeal of the law school curricula in general and the first-year core and required course load in particular. The core classes and required courses that we teach can do more to equip our students to maneuver effectively in these dramatically reshaped times. Our students’ success and relevance (and, indeed, our own) will depend on their (and our) capacity to hone in all courses both the traditionally taught “textual” skills as well as the increasingly important “conceptual” skills that the legal academy too often overlooks. The former are the hallmarks of conventional law school pedagogy, which prizes the linear, logical and analytical.

11 Bronner, supra note 2. For example, Northeastern Law School and Washington and Lee Law School remodeled the third year curriculum, allowing students to serve at law clinics or internships in the field. Stanford Law School expanded its third year curriculum to facilitate opportunities for its students to earn joint degrees. Olson, supra note 3.
12 Olson, supra note 3; see also Bronner, supra note 2.
14 John J. Farmer, Jr., To Practice Law, Apprentice First, N.Y. Times, Feb. 17, 2013, at A17; see also Ethan Bronner, To Place Graduates, Law Schools Are Opening Firms, N.Y. Times, Mar. 8, 2013, at A14 (describing move to create equivalent of teaching hospital for law school graduates).
15 Andrew Cohen, How Not to Fix Law School, CBSNEWS.COM (Nov. 10, 2006, 9:28 AM), http://www.cbsnews.com/2100-18567_162-2170558.html. In 2009, Harvard Law School announced that its first year curriculum would henceforth include more statutory interpretation, problem solving, and international law. The first core curricular overhaul in approximately 130 years, the changes were met with the criticism that “America’s most famous law school” has decided to offer “variations of the same tired curriculum that has caused generation after generation of lawyers to emerge from law school unprepared for the real world of law.” Id.
16 See generally Ruta K. Stroops, Mend It, Bend It, and Extend It: The Fate of Traditional Law School Methodology in the 21st Century, 27 Loy. U. Chi. L.J. 449 (1996) (citing
Those attributes are referred to metaphorically as the products of the brain’s “left hemisphere” functions, which are most certainly essential to critical deductive reasoning. In fact, much of what we tend to do in the law school classroom is aimed at honing left-brain thinking. Right-brain thinking, by contrast, is more contextual. Sometimes referred to as “high concept” or “high touch,” it includes the abilities to glean patterns, perceive connections, craft meaningful narratives, navigate ethical quandaries, and “understand the subtleties of human interaction.”

It behooves us to give those metaphorically “right hemisphere” abilities—the more conceptual and contextual cognitive processes and skill sets—their due in the law school classroom. Indeed, it has been posited that we in the midst of a paradigmatic shift away from the more linear “information age” (where left-brain skills predominated) to the more innovative “conceptual age” where “the future belongs to [those with a right-side mindset]—creators and empathizers, pattern recognizers, and meaning makers.” Today, the left-brain functions are the ones most apt to get outsourced and automated. Understanding more about the sometimes subtle but increasingly more dramatic shift from the linear to the conceptual may help to put into perspective some of the rancor directed at law schools and the perception that we are failing to respond adequately to the marketplace’s new economies of supply and demand. Moreover,

deficiencies of Langdellian approach to law teaching).


20 Id. at 52. See generally Lawrence M. Parsons & Daniel Osherson, New Evidence for Distinct Right and Left Brain Systems for Deductive versus Probabilistic Reasoning, 11 CEREBRAL CORTEX 954 (2001); G. Ratcliff, Spatial Thought, Mental Rotation and the Right Cerebral Hemisphere, 17 NEUROPSYCHOLOGY 49 (1979).

21 PINK, supra note 19, at 1.

22 TAMANAIKA, supra note 2 (“The economic model of law schools is broken. The cost of a legal education today is substantially out of proportion to the economic opportunities obtained by the majority of graduates.”).
rethinking what we do and how we do it through the lens of whole mind integration and its market-based manifestations may well help to save the legal academy from eventual obsolescence.

Significantly, the demographic of which the preponderance of our present and future students are a part, the so-called Millennial “Generation C,” is in many ways a product of and driving engine for these conceptual times. The designation “Millenials” refers to the demographic born between 1982 and 2001 that, according to generational trends, are apt to be empathic, cooperative and fiercely interested in deriving meaning from context.23 “Generation C” refers to the subset within that demographic of those born between 1982 and 1996. The “C” stands for “connected” content creators, a reference to the digital connectivity that enables members of this group to view and treat content as a collaborative, multisensory and participatory endeavor. Like the generation that succeeds them (those born after 2001, known as “Generation Z” or “Digital Natives”24), members of Generation C like to connect, create, produce and participate.

 Able to process multiple contexts simultaneously, our students tend to move rather seamlessly from real to imaginary contexts, allowing for a fluidity and malleability of idea-sharing across multiple platforms.25 The demographic of which they are a part relies on frequent feedback, having been raised with lots of instantaneously-generated input26 as well as the recurrent assurances of parents, teachers and coaches. Their digital and consumer preferences reveal that this group tends to be socially conscious, and seeks out ways to be a part of larger world issues and to leave their imprint. They are digital storytellers, constantly capturing and sharing their lives and anxious to learn of the stories of others. In fact, they are precisely the sort of audience most apt to appreciate, internalize, practice and apply the teaching and learning tools in the conceptual thinking toolbox.

24 See infra note 69 and accompanying text.
25 Id.
26 In Think Tank: Fix the Workplace, Not the Workers, THE TELEGRAPH (Nov. 6, 2010), http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/jobs/8113600/Think-Tank-Fix-the-workplace-not-the-workers.html, Daniel Pink writes:
Consider a typical 28 year-old. From the moment she was born, her world has been rich in feedback. When she presses a button, something happens. When she plays a videogame, she gets a score. When she sends a text message, she hears a sound that confirms it went out. She’s lived her whole life on a landscape lush with feedback. Yet, when she steps through the office door, she finds herself in a veritable feedback desert.
Conceptual thinking is “out of the box,” creative and integrative. It asks our students to “think away from the page” to see, and then derive meaning from, the larger contexts of which the cases are a part. Conceptual learning relies on big picture synergies and interconnectivities. It is the circle (and circle within circles) rather than the straight line (and parallel lines). It depends on the more intuitive, empathic, emotionally alert and nonlinear sensibilities.

Conceptual teaching equips our classes with a basis on which to discern not simply what happened in a given case or simulation, but what it means and how that meaning affects and derives content from other contexts, including those that transcend the purely legal. That capability, exercised repeatedly, can help our students to better predict and respond to the changing demands of the clients and constituencies that they will serve. The bulk of those constituents will not depend on counsel to be information-providers or wielders of the status quo. Instead, our graduates will need to be creative problem-solvers, called upon to weed out the underlying causes of various dilemmas and then negotiate solutions and exercise aptitudes that are apt to go beyond the solely legal. Conceptual thinking can prepare our students to do that. With its emphasis on context, interconnections and the nuances of interpersonal exchange, it can help the students we teach not only to craft a good opinion letter but also to better decode the cues essential to success within the structure of a larger organization, whether a law firm, a corporation or government office. It can hone a skill set that equips them to effectively prepare and also successfully handle a witness or client. With its focus on meta-conceptualizations, it can help to yield the sort of non-routine savants equipped to fashion new and more expansive ways to make their marks with the learning achieved.

Affording our classes the opportunity to develop their metacognitions, or big picture integrative faculties, allows for the sort of expansiveness of perspective that is essential to thrive in integrative legal, business, and economic environments. Moreover, with enhanced employment opportunities abroad and the increasingly international implications even of domestic legal practice, we add

---

27 For example, corporations here and abroad now hire lawyers to fill executive posts in human resources, compliance, operations and procurement. The lawyers who fill those posts must apply a repertoire of skills that includes but also transcends the purely legal. That skills set includes counseling, drafting, strategizing, predicting big picture outcomes, mediating office relationships, and making ethical judgment calls.

28 See infra note 58 and accompanying text.

29 Rougeau, supra note 1 (“[N]ow is the time to position American law schools as world leaders in legal education.”).
value to our students’ educational experience by preparing them for transnational work. Further, whole mind teaching can help to put American law schools at the international forefront in legal education. With more students from around the world looking to the United States for advanced degrees and specialty credentials, we are presented with an important opportunity to appeal to a vast cadre of students and practitioners whose education and range of practice is not confined to one national legal system.  

This paper explores the dimensions and implications of conceptual thinking for law school teaching. It suggests ways to teach to the whole mind, thereby helping our students to develop their own whole mind aptitudes by enhancing access to both left and right-brain pathways. Whole-mind teaching can fortify our students’ abilities to recognize patterns, forecast outcomes, develop innovative strategies, find the essential interconnectedness among seemingly separate and distinct subject matter, transcend traditional boundaries and appreciate not just “the big picture,” but their place in it. Perhaps most essentially, when right-brain empathic pathways are forged, we equip our students with a framework for finding meaning in the work that they will do. That sense of meaning or purpose has its roots in seeds of empathy for the people and the struggles that become the story and the soul of the law.

II. WHOLE MIND TEACHING AND LEARNING

A. Staying Relevant in the Conceptual Age

“The conceptual age” is described as the product of a shift in the predicates for achievement and success from skills rooted in the left-brain linear and analytical (think stock analyst) to those anchored in the more right-brain integrative, empathic, nonlinear and intuitive

---

30 See id.
31 Here, I draw on my experiences teaching law for close to thirty years. Throughout, I have benefited immeasurably from the lessons learned from my students and colleagues. If it is true that the sort of proficiency able to yield breakthroughs requires at least 10,000 hours spent engaged in the task at hand, I hope here to share meaningfully some of the revelations of my tens of thousands of hours spent teaching, preparing for class, designing and reinventing ways to reach students’ whole mind aptitudes. See generally MALCOLM GLADWELL, OUTLIERS ch. 2 (2008) (describing “10,000 hour rule,” where a study by Anders Ericsson concluded that 10,000 hours engaged in a given task (whether performing, swinging a golf club or programming a computer, for example) is a predicate to the sort of proficiency able to yield breakthroughs).
32 PINK, supra note 19, at pt. 1.
(think artist or inventor). This paradigmatic game-change moves away from the “how to get from point A to point B” processes that characterized the last century’s “information age” to the more innovatively conceptual “this is how A and B are related to and enhance the utility of X.”

The mid to latter part of the twentieth century trumpeted the reductive and intensively analytical products of the “knowledge worker”—the computer programmers, the wielders of information and the “deployers of expertise.” But globalization, outsourcing, technological achievement rendering obsolete entire categories of work, and sharp economic downturns are demonstrating the limits of the narrowly linear. In its place, the last two decades have witnessed the ascendance of the inventive, big-picture, “high concept” aptitudes. Those include the ability to see patterns, create meaningful narratives, and synthesize the seemingly divergent into cohesive wholes. Think about the synergy of the iPad/iPhone/iPod or the interconnectivity of Facebook and you get a feel for the power of the contextual and the simultaneous, hallmarks of a shift from linear information-giving to “convergence culture,” where every concept is devised and marketed to be useful and relevant across multiple settings.

For example, e-mail is a manifestation of left-brain linear thinking. Organized along a sequential timeline, it gives little thought to context or topic. As such, many analysts and users complain that it embraces a model “that feels obsolete.” Cast as “a way to communicate that hasn’t kept pace with its users,” it subjects users to volumes of unnecessary email without providing effective strategies for managing transmissions, sorting by levels of priority, or connecting by category. Finding solutions requires right-brain conceptual thinking that appreciates the nuances of electronic inter-connecitivity (think of the increasingly seamless web that is Twitter, Facebook, SMS, Skype, LinkedIn, Tumblr, Instagram and Snapchat to name a few), discerns user patterns, and creatively problem-solves. Google and Apple each recently put forth their own right-brain attempts at fixes with, respectively, “Priority in-box” and the “V.I.P.” tag as ways to sort transmissions, relate those to others, identify urgency and notify users

---

33 See id.
34 Id. at 2.
36 Jenna Wortham, When E-Mail Turns from Delight to Deluge, N.Y. Times, Feb. 10, 2013, at B3.
37 Id.
38 Id.
when a transmission comes in from a previously identified “important person.”\textsuperscript{30} No doubt additional products of whole-brainstorming are on their way.

The shift in emphasis from left to right brain proclivities is manifested in all aspects of “convergence culture,”\textsuperscript{31} a term of art coined by a media analyst to describe the new territory of interconnected and integrative circles of influence that have altered the way business is conducted, leaders are elected, and children are educated.\textsuperscript{41} Referred to as the way “every brand gets sold across multiple media platforms,”\textsuperscript{42} convergence culture is a product of the sort of high-concept right-brain thinking that has considerable implications for the law school academy and the practice of law. Indeed, it may help to explain why the academy’s traditional ways are failing.

Long-established law school pedagogy appeals principally to left mind skill sets, rooted in the logical and analytical. Law schools emphasize the “case method”\textsuperscript{43} as a way of reasoning through precedent. Since Harvard Law School’s Dean Langdell implemented the tripartite system of law school education in the 19th Century—the casebook, the Socratic Method and the hypothetical fact-pattern based exam\textsuperscript{44}—most law schools have followed its essential protocol in the core curriculum.\textsuperscript{45}

Thus, students are trained “to look for ‘relevant’ facts, to label the problem, and to provide the professionally accepted solution—a determination of the merits of applying a particular law or legal theory.”\textsuperscript{46} We teach our students that the result of a case turns in principal measure on what this and other courts have said about analogous sets of facts. If previous court rulings in the jurisdiction

\textsuperscript{30} Id.
\textsuperscript{40} JENKINS, supra note 35.
\textsuperscript{41} Id.
\textsuperscript{42} Id.
\textsuperscript{44} Id.; see also LAWRENCE M. FRIEDMAN, A HISTORY OF AMERICAN LAW (2d ed.) (1985) (tracing history of legal education in the United States, from the pre-1870 textbook/lecture method to the post-1870 case method).
\textsuperscript{45} While Harvard Law School recently revised its core curriculum to include components on statutory interpretation and problem-solving, to give students an introduction to the demands of the regulatory state, those changes sparked criticism that “simply juggling and remixing the lineup of substantive courses for first years” does little to enhance practical learning. COHEN, supra note 15.
directly support one’s set of facts, then victory is likely. But if the weight of precedent suggests a contrary result, victory is unlikely unless carefully applied logic can demonstrate persuasively why the instant facts are distinguishable.

Outside of isolated upper-class electives like Jurisprudence and “Law and ____” courses, we tend not to focus too much on the larger contextual and multi-disciplinary settings in which the cases find themselves, how “the life of the law has not been logic, but experience,” and how the law relates not only to the necessities but also the opportunities of the time, with its prevalent prejudices as well as potential to reinterpret old symbols and beliefs. Relevant intuitions of how those reinter pretations occurred previously and might again now, and how they relate to “prevalent moral and political theories,” public policies and business practices tend to be relegated to the backburner in the interests of covering “the material.” In that regard, it behooves us to reassess what we cover and why we tend to cast our scope of information-providing coverage so broadly. Certainly, we must aim to equip our students with the baselines for subject matter conversancy and readiness in every course that we teach. But now is the time to rethink what that readiness means. If one of the answers is “to prepare our students for the bar exam,” it bears note that the bar review courses quite effectively reduce the whole of required coverage for each bar exam topic to several hours of live or online lectures.

In the core and required curriculum, our pedagogical choices are apt to stay anchored in the comforts of habit, trumpeting the mainstays of left-brain reasoning as our students learn to sort, assess, and outline the weight of precedent. So much of what we do there exalts the deductive, the sequential, the logical, and the linear, all worthy parts

48 Those include, for example, Law and Morality, Law and Social Justice, Law and Critical Race Theory, Law and Feminist Studies, and Law and Literature.
50 Justice Holmes observed:
The life of the law has not been logic: it has been experience. The felt necessities of the time, the prevalent moral and political theories, intuitions of public policy, avowed or unconscious, even the prejudices which judges share with their fellowmen, have had a good deal more to do than the syllogism in determining the rules by which men should be governed.
of the picture, but not the whole picture. We have our students study the line of precedent for a particular unit of coverage, usually sequentially, where we ask: What were the facts of the case? How did the court rule? Why? What are the strengths and weaknesses of the arguments advanced? How is this ruling distinguishable from what came before? Those sorts of inquiries must be supplemented to include consideration of the more integrative, interconnected, intuitive, empathic and holistic responses to the material at hand.

Right-minded teaching asks the questions rooted in the metacategorizations. It is integrative, by asking our students, for example, to read a group of cases as a whole and, before getting to the trees, talk about the forest. What are the threads that tie together this group? What are the essential commonalities and differences? It is interconnected when it considers the consequences of the judgments at hand for larger settings and the greater social good. How is this material a mirror of its times? Has it played a role as a catalyst for change, and if so, how so and to what effect? How does it relate to the socio-economic, political and cultural norms of history, and how do those relate to contemporary circumstance? It is intuitive when it seeks out not only the textual but also the sub-textual judgments that helped to ordain the outcomes studied. It is empathic when it asks, why should we care about this subject matter? Most essentially, it is holistic when it asks, what do we do with our understanding of this material?

Even the skills-based adjuncts to the traditional curriculum, now in place at most law schools and advanced by the American Bar Association (ABA), tend to place the customary “thinking like a lawyer” paradigm into a left-mind skills-centric protocol. As articulated by the ABA, each graduate of an accredited law school should have most, if not all of the following fundamental skills: “(1) problem solving; (2) legal analysis and reasoning; (3) legal research; (4) factual investigation; (5) communication; (6) counseling; (7) negotiation; (8) litigation and alternative dispute resolution procedures; (9) organization and management of legal work; and (10) recognizing and resolving ethical dilemmas.”

---

As applied, many of those tend to be the tools of information providers, a category increasingly relegated to outsourcing and the kind of off-site management that e-discovery and other information technologies provide. Software allows basic legal procedures and, alarmingly, not so basic legal procedures to be accomplished using online self-help, at a fraction of the cost. A veritable army of websites promise, for example, to “make it easy to incorporate a business or form a limited liability company online,” provide the complete self-help guide to your real estate closing,” provide easy, private and fast online divorce without lawyer fees,” or serve as “the one stop solution for LLP formation and finding all information related to LLPs.” Increasingly sophisticated software applications continue to be developed to accomplish even more subtle left-brain tasks with precision, speed, and great economic efficiency.

Staying relevant against the backdrop of significant demographic, socio-cultural, and economic shifts that have altered the ways that the law is perceived, accessed and practiced requires that we re-think and re-brand the theoretical and practical skill sets that we teach. Our students’ success upon graduation now depends as much on their creativity as on their analytical acumen. The academy does a good job honing the deductive, logical, and precision-based methods of legal inquiry and problem resolution. Those tend to be rooted in emphasis on past events (what did the parties do? how did the court rule?) and predictions for the future (what are the implications for the next case?).

By contrast, when it comes to nurturing present mindfulness and the more organically integrative, holistic and less narrowly deductive capabilities (the stuff of right brain aptitudes), the temptation (born of our left-brain biases) might be to roll our eyes, dismissing that skill set as anything but skilled. It is easy to write off the very constructs themselves—“organic, integrative and holistic”—as too “touchy-feely” a basis for curricular reform. After all, so many of us were drawn to

the law precisely because of our left-brain proclivities. We tend to be sequential, textual, and analytical in our approach. We are not apt to think very much about how to teach (let alone, practice) in the nonlinear dimensions. Yet, in what may become one of the great ironies of our craft, the very prowess that got us here may be ill-equipped to keep us and our graduates here.

Hence, for the sake of our students’ ability to enhance their chances for success in a shifting world, as well as our own continued relevance, it is important that we think about and talk about ways to fortify the metaphorically right-hemisphere abilities. Right-brain thinking involves the non-sequential cognitions that are able to interpret things simultaneously, appreciate context, and put isolated elements together to perceive the bigger picture. Those can be incorporated into the classroom dynamic, with “whole mind thinking” the goal. Using the left mind for analytic, textual, and sequential processing, the right mind can be accessed to facilitate the contextual patterns, synergistic convergences and interconnectedness of given subject matter to larger settings and even bigger contexts.

The assimilation of whole mind aptitudes paves the way for non-routine problem solving skills and can help to produce the sort of “non-routine savants” able to assure their own relevance and success. Google coined the phrase “non-routine savant,” and states on its hiring site that at the highest level, “we are looking for non-routine problem solving skills.”68 Expecting applicants to be able to solve routine problems as a matter of course, “the non-routine problems offer the opportunity to create competitive advantage, and solving these problems requires creative thought and tenacity.”69 Teaching to the whole mind makes that kind of creativity possible.

Appealing to our students’ empathic pathways is particularly well-suited in view of what we know about their demographic and learning preferences. Indeed, to better appreciate the nature and significance of conceptual teaching and convergence learning, our students may be our best teachers. They have come of age as consumers and participants of social media, heightened interconnectivity, trending and high concept technologies. An understanding of our students’ demographic—the so-called Generation C—helps to put into context our likely constituency’s aptitudes and proclivities, and what we can learn from those.

69 Id.

They depend on frequent feedback, having been raised with lots of instant input as well as the generous assurances of parents, teachers and coaches. Attracted more to the conversation than the one-way message, they prefer to actively co-create the given content of an exchange. The “C” stands for “connected” content creators, a designation ascribed to the group by the Nielsen Company because “[t]hey consume media, socialize and share experiences through various networking tools more than other age groups.” Indeed, whether using social media sites to participate in discussions about culture, trends, current events and ideas, voting online on how a given advertiser’s commercial should end, playing complex virtual video games with other players free of the traditional boundaries of time and space, building or adding to websites, customizing their Nike sneakers or creating blogs, this generational group “flock[s] to brands who allow them to take ownership of ideas.” That inclination renders this demographic and the one that follows particularly likely
to grasp, practice, apply and enjoy conceptual teaching and learning.

B. Conceptual Teaching: The Big Picture

Whole mind teaching requires that we hone our students’ textual and conceptual skills. We accomplish the former when we appeal to the linear, sequential, logical and analytical reasoning processes. The latter, more conceptual processes, by contrast, are at work when we help our students to move away from the page and come to see the big picture interconnectedness (the circle within circles) of the contexts in play. Those cognitive processes discern synergistic patterns and derive meaning from them, devising new ways to problem-solve and innovate. The neuroscience reveals that pedagogical approaches aimed at moving from left to right-mind directed proclivities and back again increase the brain’s plasticity, forging new pathways that create enhanced aptitudes.\textsuperscript{39}

The idea behind whole mind teaching and learning is to consciously cultivate a classroom environment where students, having studied and analyzed the weight of authority, critically assessing the logic applied (left-mind propensities), can develop a cohesive experience about its meaning and applications (right-brain processes) and a baseline of proficiency that integrates both contextually deductive and emotional intelligences (whole mind). Meaning is enhanced when students are helped to forge a narrative about the given subject matter, linking that story to the larger historical, cultural and socio-economic frameworks of which given cases, statutory and regulatory authority are just a part. Most essentially, proficiency is heightened when we present our classes with opportunities to weave together the theoretical, doctrinal, historical and more contemporary contextual threads by applying those strands to settings that feel real.

An array of pedagogical devices can help to trigger empathic and more holistic neural pathways to learning. Those include story-telling, whether based on the teacher or student’s own experiences or depicted in a clip from a movie or documentary, actual or simulated client interaction where the client gets to tell the story that brought her here, the inclusion of multi-disciplinary referents and reading

\textsuperscript{39} Members of this group have enjoyed lifelong access to communication and media technology, hence earning them the designation “digital natives.” See generally JOHN Palfrey & Urs Gasser, Born Digital: Understanding the First Generation of Digital Natives (2009).

materials, role-playing, play through the use of in-class games aimed at helping students solve the puzzle of a given problem or contextual challenge, exercises such as “you be the teacher” (or client, judge, neighbor, adversary, CEO, competitor—the possibilities, aimed at helping students put themselves in another’s shoes, are broad) or “tell me what you just heard me (or your classmate) say” (an opportunity to hone active listening skills and to reveal how what we think we have communicated may not be what the listener actually heard) or “what are you sensing right now?” (a chance to tune-in to the intuitions and visceral responses that a given context elicits, and then to test, learn from and use those).

In all courses, the introduction whenever possible of even abbreviated opportunities for in-class simulations, where for example students get to be the lawyer actually counseling, problem-solving or negotiating for a “client,” or listen to an attorney’s or the professor’s experiences in the trenches with the material at hand, or themselves play the role of teacher, judge or story-teller, helps to access and fortify whole mind aptitudes. Subject matter acuity is deepened whenever empathic pathways to learning are activated because the brain’s neurological receptors (known now as “mirror neurons” to work to anchor not only the learning that is achieved by both participant and observer, but the experience of that learning achieved. It is one thing to be told or to recite back what the law is. It is quite another to experience it, whether by doing it oneself or, as science now confirms, by watching someone else doing it.

To hone whole mind conceptualizations in my Property class, when we turn to landlord/tenant law, for example, I have the students read in tandem the case law on landlord’s duty to deliver both legal and actual possession (a shift from an earlier, more agrarian system obliging the landlord to deliver to the new tenant only the legal right to be on site, relegating any holdover the new tenant’s problem), landlord’s duty to refrain from self-help, landlord’s duty to mitigate when tenant vacates wrongfully with time left on a term of years lease, landlord’s implied duty to provide inhabitable premises in residential leases and landlord’s obligation to provide quiet enjoyment in all leases. At the time they were decided, each of those cases represented

---


72 See infra notes 78–81 and accompanying text.

73 See infra notes 78–81 and accompanying text on the discovery, in 1995, of mirror neurons, which allow us to feel as if we are actually doing what we are merely observing.
a significant departure from precedent. Before we turn to the cases on an individualized basis, I ask the class to consider the common threads that tie those cases together and the shared catalysts that precipitated the courts’ repeated retreat from the norm of *stare decisis*. Right-minded, big picture, high concept sensibilities are stirred as I ask the group to pay attention to the years in which each of the cases was decided, and to consider what else was happening in the law, as well as culturally, socially, economically and politically, at those times. Using their digital resources and appealing to their propensities for interconnectivity, I assign them the task of coming to class prepared to tell about the cases from that more expansive, contextual perspective and to find the meta-conceptualizations that could have helped to predict those cases’ outcomes.

As the students begin to think about the larger canvas on which the cases appear, and still in their right-minds, I ask them to be forward-thinking. To what extent do and should the conceptualizations that those cases share continue to inform landlord/tenant law today, and how might they help to forecast future trends? How did those cases, considered as a whole, shape future stocks of affordable housing? Is meaningful housing reform sustainable? Who should bear the costs of that reform? To what extent have enhanced tenant-protective judicial and statutory mechanisms prompted landlords to opt out of rental markets altogether, and at what price? What if all a tenant can afford is a substandard apartment? Is that at least preferable to homelessness? What do the cases and their consequences mean for us as lawyers and for the clients and constituencies that we represent? Here, still at the beginning of the unit, to access the more empathic gateways to learning, I present a five minute video excerpt of a recent nightly newscast on the new face of displacement and homelessness. The footage is compelling, jarring and able to add meaning and relevance to the material in ways that transcend the text.

As the class rises to the challenges of thinking about the material from a higher perch, students put the cases (which were decided in the late 1960s and 1970s) into the context of the larger cultural revolution of the time, where barriers to equality along race, gender and class lines were being aggressively challenged in a host of spheres. They link that time as well to one of increased urbanization, noting the demographic trends that found the vast preponderance of tenants dwelling in congested cities. They consider other simultaneous advances in the law, including the rise of consumer-protective statutes that endeavored to shield buyers of goods from unscrupulous
merchant sellers and obliged those sellers to provide “merchantable” products. Those more integrative cognitions help the class to arrive at several unifying themes to tie together the cases.

First, the case law mirrors the larger socio-political temperament of its time, aimed at leveling playing fields and equalizing bargaining power. Through that lens, tenants were perceived, explicitly or subtextually, as underdogs whose interests needed to be protected. The cases reflect the shift away from what was once a landlord-protective posture to a far more solicitous tenant-protective model. Second, the urbanization of the time represented a significant departure from earlier, more rural demographic landscapes where, historically, the land was everything, with any structures atop the land merely secondary. By the mid-twentieth century, apartment dwelling was the norm, and tenants were bargaining not for the plot of land, but for the unit in a building atop the land. The parties’ expectations as well as the judicial perceptions of respective rights and duties had to shift to more appropriately accommodate that reality. Third, against that backdrop, the symmetry of other statutory achievements (including the Uniform Commercial Code) helped to give courts a cohesive framework on which to move away from the perception of the lease as the grant of an interest in land to its present-day conceptualization as a contract, worthy of imposition of such contract-based formulations as the duty to mitigate, to provide a “merchantable” (i.e., “inhabitable”) product, and to “cure” or repair defects on site.

As each of the cases is explored, I want the class to think about, see and get a feel for how the integrative, big picture conceptualizing that we did earlier (right-mind) can accommodate and assist with consideration of more fact-specific nuance (left-mind). Now, the group is called on to perform the left-mind’s carefully precise, ordered and logical dissection of the materials. Then, to cultivate the whole mind aptitudes that allow students to work with the subtleties of the controversy before them to weave those into a compelling and cohesive narrative, the class is asked to problem-solve on behalf of various real and hypothetical clients. Introducing actual clients (this can be done in concert with the clinical faculty) or scripted “actors” whose dilemmas implicate relevant class materials, asking them to tell their stories, increases exponentially learners’ whole mind skill sets. The cognitive science makes plain that when the pot of empathic neural receptors is stirred, we become more committed to the task of problem-solving.74

74 See infra notes 78-81 and accompanying text.
Here, I introduce the class to “Danielle and Kevin,” a fictitious couple (played by upper-class students) who are having problems with the apartment that they recently rented. I do not tell the class that Danielle and Kevin are actors presenting hypotheticals until the end of the segment. In repeating this exercise over the years, the level of class engagement and creative problem-solving is appreciably greater when the students believe that they are helping the couple out of a real life bind. In fact, at the time of this writing, having just concluded the vignette with my first year class, one of my students, particularly involved in helping to find effective solutions for the couple, exclaimed “I’m devastated!” on learning that the exercise was a simulation. When pressed, she added, “It felt so real and I wanted so much to help them, and I didn’t realize how much I could help until I did.” I explained that with those empathic pathways activated, that student (and, indeed, the entire class) became smarter, savvier and more earnest. I added that the group should look forward to the opportunities, in the near future, to experience on behalf of actual clients the sense of meaning and purpose that this simulation elicited. In the meantime, I encouraged the class to feel “Danielle and Kevin” in every case that they read, and to imagine the litigants as their clients or, at the least, as real people with real struggles and a story to tell.

“The big reveal,” when I tell the class that the simulation presented was just that, a simulation, gives me one of several opportunities throughout the semester to deconstruct my pedagogical choices with the class. Letting our students know why we chose a particular teaching tool, why it works and how they can create comparable opportunities to enhance their own learning processes develops their metacognitions, or awareness of the actual process of learning itself.\textsuperscript{75} That awareness, in turn, allows for an internalization of the skills set, so that it can be applied in self-directed ways to future challenges. Making time at the end of each class and after class for collective debriefing is also exceedingly helpful in this regard. During debriefing sessions, as the class brainstorms on what the essential takeaways ought to be based on that day’s scope of coverage, we take a few moments to talk about what worked for purposes of anchoring various constructs and where confusion lingers. Those metacognitions can be applied to the materials studied, asking what went right and what went wrong from the likely perspectives of the litigants and

\textsuperscript{75} See generally Paul T. Wangerin, Learning Strategies for Law Students, 52 ALB. L. REV. 471, 476–77 (1988) (“It is not enough for the student to be aware of his or her abilities and learning processes; the student must be able to monitor those studying activities during the learning process and be able to make appropriate adjustments.”)
litigators, how the parties could have found a better way out of the controversy at hand, and how less ego and more emotional intelligence might have led to different ends.

For purposes of the landlord/tenant simulation, I inform the class that Danielle and Kevin came to me for some guidance with respect to various problems that have arisen since they moved into their apartment. I indicate to the couple that if they would be willing to share their story with my class, and they gladly agreed. Now, much as an attending physician (that would be me) in a teaching hospital brings her interns (my students) on rounds to meet patients (the clients), hear their histories and then offer diagnoses and treatment protocols, I introduce the case and then have the clients tell their story.

First, the couple tells the class that they recently rented their first apartment and need to better understand their rights and duties. They ask if there is room to change any of the terms in the standard-form lease presented to them by landlord. The group thinks back to freedom of contract and its implications for these parties. The class asks to see the lease (waiting for that prompt, at that point I distribute copies), and then, with copies of the lease in hand, deconstructs its terms, seeking out potentially unreasonable or, again borrowing from the contracts-based conceptualization, unconscionable terms. For example, paragraph 14 of the lease displaces the implied warranty of habitability and limits tenants’ damages for defective conditions on site. The class explains that in residential leases those clauses are unenforceable because they offend applicable public policy. Should counsel insist that they be stricken?

Danielle and Kevin then indicate that this month they had to purchase a space heater to keep the apartment warm. Immediately, hands shoot up with relevant questions that include, “Why did you need to do that?” (the apartment was without heat), “Did you notify the landlord” (by voicemail), “Do you have receipts for the purchase?” (yes), “What dealings have you had with the landlord in the past?” (he was very nice when he showed the couple around), “How many units does he lease?” (the building has twelve units), “In your estimation, is the landlord a good faith player who might be amenable to working things out?” (not sure). As the fact-finding continues, the class learns that a recent heavy rainstorm caused some flooding on site, requiring that the tenants remove their belongings from the bedroom. Still, the tenants would prefer to remain in possession (assuming that the problems with the premises can be remediated).
The class advises the couple that the landlord has likely breached the implied warranty of habitability and additionally seems to have committed at least a partial constructive eviction (the diagnosis). The group then sets forth the tenants’ remedial options, thinks about which of those are most likely to accomplish the tenants’ goals and comes up with a plan of action (the treatment protocol). That protocol begins with (and endeavors to sustain) a non-litigious posture, particularly mindful of the tenants’ desire to stay in possession, where the students are asked to call on their emotional intelligence to appeal to the landlord and, if available, landlord’s counsel, as human beings apt to do the right thing if appropriately incentivized by the array of applicable carrots and sticks that might be wielded.

The opportunities to weave a narrative with recurrent characters like Danielle and Kevin are vast. (Interestingly, in subsequent visits, it tends not to matter that the class now knows that the narrative is fictitious. The neuroscience here suggests that the memory of the first experience with the couple allows for ready replication of that initial experiential response, so that the “as if” more easily feels real.20) The couple might “pop-in” for a quick ten-minute consultation to tell us that they wish to install a medicine cabinet in the bathroom, which presently is without one. Is landlord obliged to provide a medicine cabinet? If not, should counsel propose drafting an addendum to the lease that releases tenants from liability for any installations that tenants make, provided that tenants remove those at the conclusion of the lease and restore the premises to original condition, give and take ordinary wear and tear? Or is it better not to mention the intended installation at all? What is the ethical imperative here? What result now that the couple’s houseguest trips on a loose floorboard, suffering personal injury? What of the recent break-in, perhaps linked to the deficient main entryway security system? The possibilities here are limitless, and can quite effectively provide opportunities for the class to discern the patterns at work, the interconnectivity of the law as it transcends subject matter categorizations and the moral referent that ought to guide the choices that lawyers make.

The notion of accessing whole mind integrative capabilities in the classroom is most apt to occur when we tap into our students’ intellectual and emotional aptitudes. Certainly, some of what we do already in the core curriculum appeals to and fortifies our students’

empathic quotients, thereby paving the way for meaningful assimilation and application of the materials studied. For the most part, however, we may have little conscious awareness of when and how we accomplish that, and why it matters. Moreover, in the actual classroom we most likely do not do it enough.\textsuperscript{77} It becomes helpful then to render some of the implicit more explicit, focusing on ways that we might enhance opportunities in all classes for the kinds of experiential learning that can better equip our graduates for the challenges of an increasingly more conceptual age. To wield the tools for whole mind teaching and learning, it is helpful to understand more about the toolbox that many of those tools inhabit—our mirror neurons.

C. Harnessing the Power of Mirror Neurons

The task of engaging the whole mind is enhanced immeasurably by understanding mirror neurons and their importance to conceptual understanding. Discovered toward the close of the twentieth century by a group of Italian scientists, mirror neurons “fire” when we are engaged in a particular task and, most significantly, “fire” in the very same way when we are observing another engaged in that task.\textsuperscript{78} Essentially, the observer’s neurons “mirror” the observed conduct as if it were being undertaken by the observer, who feels “and attributes to himself the same feelings and experiences as the person who is carrying out the action first-hand.”\textsuperscript{79} The mirror neuron mechanism contemplates a construct of intelligence that is deeply affected by “interaction and learning by imitation.”\textsuperscript{80}

Researchers at the University of Parma, in Italy found that a neuron in monkeys’ brains would be activated whenever a monkey got hold of a peanut or opened its shell. In a groundbreaking twist, the researchers also discovered that the very same neuron would fire when the monkey observed another monkey or one of the scientists opening

\textsuperscript{77} Empathic quotients tend to be fortified most often in the course of our students’ clinical experiences and during skills and methods components to the curriculum.


\textsuperscript{79} Id.

\textsuperscript{80} Id.
a peanut. While the neurons fired when the monkeys observed a human engaged in the action, they were not activated when the monkeys watched an inanimate object replicate that action. The researchers found mirror neurons similarly at work in humans, allowing the human brain, for example, “to be activated by the perception of others’ emotions expressed through the face, gestures and sounds,” and to “instantly codify those perceptions in motoric terms.” They concluded that the neural mechanisms at work can enhance learning because they allow for what the researchers called “empathic participation.”

The study of mirror neurons explains in scientific terms the mechanics of empathy. More than a century ago, a German psychologist coined the term *einfühlung* to describe the experience of putting oneself in another’s shoes. Translated into English as empathy, it is “the act of projecting oneself into the object of a perception.” Mirror neurons, the brain’s mechanisms for making sense of external activity, internally simulate that activity as if the observer were performing it. Thus, “when you watch a tightrope walker, you can actually feel yourself inside her body balancing on the wire.”

As the enablers of empathy, mirror neurons allow us to grasp the minds of others “by feeling, not by thinking.” Those empathic pathways to learning allow us to experientially understand concepts by observing them in action. For example, “assume you are watching a
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81 GIACOMO RIZZOLATTI & LEONARDO FOGASSI, Mirror Neurons and Social Cognition, in OXFORD HANDBOOK OF EVOLUTIONARY PSYCHOLOGY (R.I.M. Dunbar & Louise Barrett, eds., 2007). See generally V.S. RAMACHANDRAN, THE TELL-TALE BRAIN: A NEUROSCIENTIST’S QUEST FOR WHAT MAKES US HUMAN (2011) (examining mirror neurons and other cognitive functions of the human brain, and positing that mirror neurons are to psychology what DNA is to biology); Mary Ann Becker, Step Away From the PowerPoint: Using Mirror Neurons to Enhance Student Learning in the Classroom, 19 THE LAW TEACHER 1, 39 (Fall 2012), available at http://lawteaching.org/lawteacher/2012fall/lawteacher2012fall.pdf. (“These mirror neurons are essential to the learning process because they are what allow students to build off of a professor’s explanation of material.”).

82 See supra note 56 at 227.

83 Id.; see also MARCO IACOBONI, MIRRORING PEOPLE: THE NEW SCIENCE OF HOW WE CONNECT WITH OTHERS (2008); Marco Iacoboni & Marco Dapretto, The Mirror Neuron System and the Consequences of its Dysfunction, 7 NATURE 942 (2006).


85 O’Neill, supra note 84.

86 See supra notes 78–81 and accompanying text.

87 O’Neill, supra note 84.

88 Id. at 504.
soccer game and you see a player kick the ball. Mirror neurons will help you to understand what a kick is by firing—that is, activating—those areas of the brain that would be responsible for kicking if you were actually the kicker.\(^9\)

The study of empathic participation reveals that the act of observing another in an experience allows the observer to conceptualize and develop a rubric for processing that experience as if it was the observer’s own.\(^9\) For example, a child who has never experienced the taste of a lemon will viscerally and cognitively respond to its tartness by watching his mother bite into a lemon.\(^9\) A framework for the child’s conceptualization of a lemon is thereby forged. Whenever we find ourselves mimicking the body language of the person speaking with us, our mirror neurons are at work. When we watch a cooking show, pretend-whisking in our mind’s eye as the eggs are beat, our mirror neurons are engaged, giving us a platform for understanding. When we write on the board, our students’ mirror neurons are triggered as they watch, imitate and integrate.

Similarly, empathic centers are accessed whenever we act our way into a feeling, by emulating the example of a person whose particular virtues or proficiencies we admire. Shakespeare understood this when he wrote, “Assume a virtue, if you have it not . . . [f]or use almost can change the stamp of nature.”\(^9\) Stated less elegantly, our mirror neurons help us to “fake it until we make it.” The capacity our students have to mimic experientially all sorts of behaviors based on what they are observing reinforces the powerful place that we hold as their teachers. Both in and out of the classroom, we are constantly demonstrating not just how to think, but how to be.

The research on mirror neurons reminds us that as teachers we are constantly modeling for our students, both in and out of the classroom. The vision that we embrace for our craft, and our place in it, accomplishes all sorts of signaling for the constituencies that we serve. Particularly now, when the very relevance of legal education is subject to challenge, it behooves us to remember and to communicate to our students why we chose this context, why we believe in the promise and the power of our craft, and why we love the law (no matter that on some days we ourselves may be “faking it until we make it”). In class and out of class, we ought to be treating the law as if we love it,

\(^9\) Id.
\(^9\) Id.
\(^9\) Becker, supra note 81, at 39.
\(^9\) Id. (citing WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE, HAMLET PRINCE OF DENMARK 108 (George Pierce Baker ed., 1913)).
and teaching from that springboard. The vision that we embrace for our work, and our place in it, should include a view of our profession’s best self, as noble and honorable. It is a vision that finds us all healers. When our comportment lines up with that esteem, our students cannot help but follow suit. Stated most reductively, their mirror neurons will allow them to feel the love.

Empathy as a tool for conceptual learning is wielded whenever we communicate our passion for the subject matter and our emotional responses to the paths walked by the parties involved in the cases before us as well as the communities that are affected by that controversy’s resolution. Our students quite literally begin to develop a “feel” for the material when their mirror neurons fire in response to our cues. Those empathic pathways, in turn, help to forge proficiency by fortifying perceptions of the subject matter’s relevance (“this is why it matters”) and significance (“this is what it means”).

In the classroom, we make use of mirror neurons as pathways to learning when we cultivate the human touch. Our use of eye contact, gestures, postural signaling and other body language cultivates “immediacy,” or our students’ capacity to connect with and access our conversancy with the subject matter, helping them take steps toward making that mastery their own. Mirror neurons exalt teachers’ roles as living, breathing, dynamically responsive three-dimensional communicators. They reveal that the medium of imparting information matters and that teachers matter, an encouraging sign that may spare the craft from the obsolescence that virtual worlds threaten.

The science makes plain that in the classroom, face-to-face time is important, with the research suggesting that we ought to rely less on PowerPoint and more on direct interaction with our students. For that matter, the research on how best to access and effectively use mirror neurons as pathways to learning makes a compelling case for limiting, if not banning laptops in class, mindful that student-teacher connectivity is very much a two-way street. Just as our students need
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93 Becker, supra note 81, at 39.
95 Becker, supra note 81, at 39.
96 See, e.g., Editorial Board, Ban Laptops in Class, THE CHRONICLE (Feb. 26, 2013), http://www.dukechronicle.com/articles/2013/02/27/ban-laptopsclass (noting that educational benefits of banning laptops “would be considerable,” since laptops promote “disengagement while physically present in the classroom,” and adding that “allowing laptop usage seems to be a form of giving up. Why convene class if students
to see us, we need to be able to see them, and laptops get in the way, literally, of that face-to-face connection. Moreover, our students need to be able to see each other, without distraction, for systems of reciprocally meaningful exchange to occur.

Across the curriculum, we enhance our students’ capacity to develop a more nuanced feel for the material and create their own pathways to conceptual understanding when we remind them of the complexities of the humanity and the humanness of our work. Our teaching can make plain that every case tells a story rooted in the triumphs and tragedies of the human condition. The idea is to humanize what can otherwise become a purely analytical and theoretical exchange. We access our students’ mirror neuron learning centers when we quite literally embody the concepts we teach. Linking the subject matter to our own experiences in the practice and in life, having students tell their own stories of their encounters with the subject matter and telling the stories of the cases we teach as just that—stories—enhances our students’ capacity to “get a feel” for the constructs in ways that more linear and purely analytical reasoning do not. That “feel” is the gateway to conversancy. It is at the heart of experiential learning, and the neuroscience tells us that it works in part because when our mirror neurons fire, shades of the other’s experience become our own.

For example, in my Property class, to stir the pot of empathic pathways to learning at the start of our coverage of the modern day land transaction, I introduce the material by recounting the steps to my own first home purchase. I tell of finding the house of my dreams in vivid detail, to communicate the emotionality and excitement of the transaction, as well as the stakes involved. I then have one of my students serve as my counsel, to walk me through the terms of the land contract. I ask lots of questions, mindful of the magnitude of this purchase—indeed, the largest purchase that I am apt to make in my lifetime. During the course of that class, as we analyze the case law on point, I will frequently return to our simulation as I call my “counsel” with more questions. With so much on the line, as the client I am understandably nervous, and I check in with my “lawyer” often. Here, we get to address our professional imperative, as attorneys, to return our clients’ calls (the most likely cause of client discontent is the attorney’s failure to return the client’s calls. Mirror neurons anchor the point because now, having put themselves in my shoes, the class can readily conjure up from their own emotive repertoire my feelings

are half-present, constantly disturbed by text messages, games and Facebook?}). Id.
of frustration and worry, feelings that their responsiveness can allay. My “lawyer” and the members of her “firm” are given the opportunity to trouble-shoot, anticipate road blocks and see that those are removed well in advance of any collision. Alternating between the theoretical and doctrinal to the practical and emotional, and crossing the bridge from the abstract to the “real,” keeps empathic pathways open, enriches students’ perceptions of the relevance of the material and enhances the kind of integrative, visceral understanding of how “it all works” that is palpable and applicable to all sorts of settings.

In subsequent classes, an actual title searcher comes in to recount how he searched the title to the property that I am about to buy, walking the class through each of the steps with so much multi-sensory detail that they can almost smell the mustiness of the shelves of the grantor-grantee index. He brings in copies of all of the deeds (or links) in the chain of title, and then lines them up just as he would in the hall of records. As the students watch, their mirror neurons simulate and integrate into their own memory bank the experience of searching title. That experience makes it easier for the class to understand later on the chain of title cases that we read, and to put those into a workable and applicable rubric. (Thereafter, the title searcher and I take a smaller group of interested students to the county hall of records, where we walk the group through an actual title search.)

Sometimes I will invite a building inspector or engineer to class, to tell my “attorneys” and me about the condition of the premises. That expert brings in floor plans and photos that reveal a structural infirmity with two of the basement’s beams. I am devastated, particularly since I already signed the contract to purchase the home and have my heart set on it. I coordinate this vignette with class coverage of seller’s duty to disclose latent, material defects. The class asks the expert lots of questions, to get to how outwardly discernible the structural problems were, whether repair is possible and, if so, at what cost, whether seller could or should have known of the problem and how the expert would advise that we proceed. I then ask the class, “How am I feeling right now, and how, if at all, should that inform your counsel to me?” The students’ aptitudes here tend to be acutely accurate, as their empathic sensibilities coincide with and enhance their deductive reasoning skills. Creative and sensible solutions are
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97 I facilitate the inclusion of sensory detail by asking questions that help to elicit the feel of the title-searching experience, encouraging the class to do the same. The title searcher actually did search the title to my home, bringing in copies of the deeds in the chain of title.
forged.

III. TOOLS FOR WHOLE MIND TEACHING AND LEARNING

Tools for whole mind teaching and learning can be found by analogy to what Daniel Pink, a leading thinker on economic transformation and business strategy refers to as empathy, story, play, symphony and meaning. Each of those constructs can have an effective place in the law school classroom in partnership with the more linear and traditionally analytical capacities, to yield more fully intact, happier and meaningful learning experiences. The inclusion of pedagogical choices aimed at whole mind aptitudes helps our students to see patterns, portend outcomes, develop game-changing strategies, find and forge the relationships among seemingly separate and distinct legal, social, cultural and economic constructs, and perceive not just the forest but effective and rewarding pathways through it. When emotional intelligence is triggered, empathic pathways are forged, equipping our classes with a framework for finding meaning in the textual and making the theoretical real.

A. Empathy as Pathway to Learning

Our pedagogical choices can become a catalyst for new ways to facilitate our students’ command of the subject matter when we hone their abilities to put themselves in others’ shoes, including our own. In my Property and Commercial Law classes, I introduce “You Be the Teacher” segments, where students are asked to assume the professorial role to teach the material, preparing for a part of the class as if they were the professor. They are required in advance of class to think about the essential teaching points and meaning (both textually and sub textually) of the assigned cases, statutes and problem-sets, and how those relate back to previous class explorations and can help to inform our future scope of coverage.

You Be the Teacher allows students to do for themselves what they perceive their teacher to be doing when she prepares for class. Students are charged with thinking about how best to render difficult material both accessible and understandable, how to put the assigned
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98 Pink, supra note 19. The author of several books, including DRIVE: THE SURPRISING TRUTH ABOUT WHAT MOTIVATES US (2009) and FREE AGENT NATION (2003), Pink has written extensively about work, technology, business and socio-cultural trends.

99 Much like television or online news programs, at the start of each class I place on the blackboard that day’s “segments” of coverage. This appeals to students’ “viewing preferences” and helps them to conceptualize “the big picture” and its various component parts. For further discussion, see supra note 27 and accompanying text.
materials into a larger context, and how to help the class discern why the topic at hand matters. Significantly, most of the students who perform this exercise, standing in front of the room (usually at the podium), embrace a posture of confidence and expertise that far exceeds typical levels of participation. Certainly, this is in part due to the heightened degree of preparation, but I am convinced that a good part of the students’ new found acumen is attributable to their empathic experience of being a law professor. Indeed, I find that some of my students, particularly the women, begin to mimic my cadences, inflections, and body language as they teach.  

The dynamic cultivated by You Be the Teacher triggers multiple empathic pathways for the actors, the class and me. The student-teacher is emulating proficiency, and thereby on her way to becoming more proficient. Simultaneously, class members are mirroring their peer’s experience of becoming the teacher, enhancing their own understanding of proficiency. Meanwhile, I am putting myself in my student-teacher’s position as she is putting herself in mine, heightening my understanding and awareness of what it is that my students perceive that I am doing when I teach, and how they perceive that I do it. What I learn from that process helps me to rethink and recast some of my pedagogical choices, yielding opportunities for critical reassessment and reinvention.

The variations of You Be the Teacher are vast. Sometimes, I will have students assume the role of the judge in the given case, or perhaps the plaintiff, defendant, counsel, disgruntled neighbor, mediator, or any of a range of players implicated by the matter under consideration. Again, empathic pathways become active when we engage the capacity to put ourselves in another’s place. “What Are You Sensing?” is a classroom exercise that I use to appeal more expansively to my students’ emotional intelligence. To heighten the group’s awareness of the host of important nonverbal cues that might otherwise go unnoticed or ignored, I ask class members to report on what they are reading between the lines as a classroom dynamic is occurring. Sometimes, I ask the question when the energy level in the room has dropped or is particularly heightened, or I hear rumblings from a particular part of the room.

100 During or after class, as we debrief, I learn that the similarities, when they occur, were not meant to be impersonations, but instead a representation of what proficiency sounds like in the estimation of the student who served as teacher, another reminder of our power as teachers to model behavior.
Relevant documentaries, videotaped narratives, news footage and films can be helpful tools to create context and meaning. For example, a colleague who teaches Health Law\textsuperscript{101} stirs the pot of empathy by having students watch powerful narratives, captured on video, that chronicle the abuses perpetrated at nursing homes. This leads to a discussion of how the current regulatory environment fails to encourage nursing homes to meet people’s needs for care and connection. The class then engages in a discussion of how skilled but amoral lawyers create corporate shells that effectively leave no one liable when abuses and neglect lead to injury and death for elders. In his Administrative Law class, that colleague shows a documentary about the plight of immigrants that connects the students both to asylum litigants and to the struggles of decision-makers.

A colleague who teaches Family Law\textsuperscript{102} begins the materials on domestic violence by showing a clip from the documentary \textit{Hostages at Home}, where a battered woman recounts that she never thought of herself as abused because she is white, middle-class and without children. The woman adds, “I thought only minority women, poor, with a million kids were battered.” That excerpt makes the point more powerfully than a case or scholarly commentary could that violence cuts across race and class divides. It is moving because it presents a multi-sensory \textit{experience} of the consequences of domestic violence.

Law schools’ clinical offerings and skills-based curriculum are particularly effective at engaging students’ empathic pathways.\textsuperscript{103} As students learn about, and actually experience client interviewing and client counseling, they come to know more about building rapport, fostering trust, and dealing with difficult client emotions. Our Skills

\textsuperscript{101} Prof. Frank Pasquale, Professor of Law at the University of Maryland Francis King Carey School of Law and formerly the Schering-Plough Professor in Health Care Regulation and Enforcement at Seton Hall University School of Law.

\textsuperscript{102} Prof. Solangel Maldonado, Professor of Law, Seton Hall University School of Law.

\textsuperscript{103} In \textit{Revision Quest: A Law School Guide to Designing Experiential Courses Involving Real Lawyering}, 56 N.Y.L. Sch. L. Rev. 517, 527 (2011), Deborah Maranville, Mary A. Lynch, Susan L. Kay, Phyllis Goldfarb, and Russell Engler write:

[T]he goals of experiential education have included engaging students, understanding unequal social structures, advancing social justice, developing lawyering skills, cultivating professional identity, fostering professional ethics, providing culturally competent client representation to a diverse array of clients, developing sound judgment and problem-solving abilities, gaining insight into law and the legal system, promoting lifelong learning, and learning to work collaboratively.
Curriculum Director has students imagine what it is like to be the client and to anticipate how the client perceives the lawyer. She notes that this can be particularly challenging but necessary when teaching students about effective cross-cultural communication and how to connect with clients who may be different from them, either because of culture, class, race, gender or ethnicity, for example.

In the classroom, we wield empathy as a tool for conceptual learning when we share our own emotional responses to the paths that had to be walked by the parties involved in the cases that we teach. At bottom, integrative or conceptual thinking depends on the ability to empathize with and to discern the subtleties of the struggles that summon the adjudicative function. It bears noting that in the classroom we hone those abilities first when we remain aware of the struggles that so often accompany our students’ learning processes. When we respond empathically to our own students’ struggles, we help them to know how to extend that same generosity to each other, and then, to the clients and contexts that they will serve. Empathic teaching asks that we see our students as they are and as they could be. It requires an assiduous commitment to fusing technique and compassion. The legal realist Karl Llewellyn got it right when he observed, “Compassion without technique is a mess; and technique without compassion is a menace.”

B. The Power of Story

Story is “context enriched by emotion.” It is a particularly effective way to access empathic pathways to learning because it uses the power and importance of the narratives we present to teach cases in context. Story helps our students to engage in narrative imagining, opening up cognitive processing centers that can better assess the subject matter’s relevance and significance. Moreover, by telling the stories of the cases we teach as we encourage our students to do the same, we weave together common threads with an emotional impact that enhances anchoring of the material. It is the emotional element that helps to make the material sink in. Stories “encapsulate into one

---

104 Prof. Maya Grosz, Director of the Skills Curriculum at Seton Hall University School of Law.
106 Pink, supra note 19, at 103.
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compact package, information, knowledge, context and emotion,\(^{608}\) honing our students’ abilities to conceptualize of and present materials cohesively and compellingly. Whole volumes are now available for each of the core courses in the law school curriculum to help us to tell the stories of the particularly seminal cases that we teach.\(^{109}\) That storytelling should be more the norm than the exception.

When we teach our students to be persuasive storytellers of the law as it applies to facts, we afford them a skill set that is not apt to be supplanted by technological advance or outsourcing. While fact-finders, whether virtual or real, are mere information-providers, storytellers are artists. When I ask a student to tell the class about a given case, I ask that student to tell us the story of the case. Often, I ask that student to tell the story as the narrator of a movie or play might tell it. Then I ask the class to tell me, in view of the case’s outcome, how they think the respective litigators must have told the story. How could a better story have been told? I aim to help my classes to see that how we tell the story of a given controversy can ordain its outcome.

While advocacy courses teach students about the importance and mechanics of good storytelling,\(^{110}\) the device can also be demonstrated and deconstructed to great effect in first year and upper-level courses, both required and elective. Further, when we link the subject matter of the courses we teach to our own or others’ practice-based experiences, we use story to build context, thereby helping our students to cross the bridge from theory to practice. By putting the material into its applicable settings by telling of our own encounters with it, born of our time in the trenches or as a product of our living life, we allow our students to get an intrinsic feel for the material that yields the sort of connection-making that textual study alone cannot achieve.

\(^{608}\) DON NORMAN, THINGS THAT MAKE US SMART 146 (1993).

\(^{109}\) See, e.g., PROPERTY STORIES (Gerald Korngold & Andrew P. Morrise ed., Foundation Press 2004).

\(^{110}\) For example, under the direction of its very talented Skills Curriculum Director, Professor Maya Grosz, Seton Hall University School of Law’s Persuasion and Advocacy classes hone students’ storytelling abilities by requiring them to craft persuasive theories for the given case, develop creative labels that paint a picture of what happened in a light most favorable to their client, and use themes to weave together divergent strands into a whole fabric. During the very first class, Prof. Grosz tells her students that lawyers are storytellers, and that “the most successful lawyers are those who tell the most compelling stories.”
For example, a colleague has his Business Associations class\(^\text{11}\) read the case law and relevant statutory authority on oppressed minority shareholders’ rights and then, from that doctrinal and theoretical springboard, he tells the story of his own personal experiences dealing with break-ups of all sorts of businesses involving abusive treatment of minority owners by control owners (most dramatically in the context of bitter family battles that usually involve siblings). When he teaches Constitutional Law, he brings the Establishment Clause to life by drawing on his experiences representing a public high school football coach who sought to vindicate his players’ right to say a pre-game prayer.

A colleague who teaches Criminal Law\(^\text{12}\) shares with her classes from the repertoire of her experiences as a former public defender, to get students to think contextually about the concepts that they are studying. Those experiences are often emotionally compelling, gut-wrenching, and catalysts for the group’s assessment of a myriad of textual and also sub-textual issues. For example, when studying the requirement that there must be an “act” (or omission of an act) to impose criminal liability, she asks the class whether there might be instances where what qualifies as an “act” is more akin to a thought, thereby triggering first amendment values. She then tells the group about a case that she had worked on where her client was accused of possessing virtual child pornography. The images in question were undoubtedly disturbing, but also unquestionably “virtual.” They were computer-animated and could not have been mistaken for actual children. Was possession of those images a criminal “act,” and might there be good public policy reasons militating against its criminalization? From that discussion, the class moved on to consideration of the social harms in play and how best to prevent those.

Story can utilize metaphor and analogy to great advantage. Both help students to relate new and unfamiliar concepts to more familiar contexts, thereby enhancing their comprehension, retention and, perhaps most of all, calm.\(^\text{13}\) They help our classes to use what they

---

\(^{11}\) Prof. Ronald J. Riccio, Professor of Law and Dean Emeritus, Seton Hall University School of Law.

\(^{12}\) Prof. Jenny Carroll, Professor of Law at the University of Alabama School of Law and former Professor of Law at Seton Hall University School of Law.

\(^{13}\) See generally GEORGE LAKOFF & MARK JOHNSON, METAPHORS WE LIVE BY (2nd ed. 2003). Countless studies reveal that performance is enhanced immeasurably by calm. For a compilation of the science on performance anxiety, see SIAN BELOUCK, CHORE: WHAT THE SECRETS OF THE BRAIN REVEAL ABOUT GETTING IT RIGHT WHEN YOU HAVE TO (2010).
already know to understand what they have yet to know. As effective
teaching strategies, metaphors and analogies trigger neurological
“visualization” sites, thereby experientially rooting the material at
hand.\textsuperscript{114}

For example, in Property the law of servitudes can be bewildering,
in significant part because similar-seeming interests are treated as
separate and distinct, accompanied by their own rules for formation
and transferability. To introduce the material, I ask the students to
imagine that we are now in an enchanted forest\textsuperscript{115} where each of the
trees and botanical species that we encounter represent a type of
servitude. While each is separate, all are part of the same habitat. First,
we see the mighty redwoods. Those are the easements, the most
formidable of servitudes. They are deeply rooted and usually enjoy
permanence on the land (in the way that the easement passes
automatically with the land). Further away, we observe in stark
contrast to the mighty redwood mere saplings, akin in appearance to
the “Charlie Brown Christmas tree.” Those are licenses, the flimsiest
of servitudes. The license can topple at any time because it is freely
revocable, at the will of the licensor, unless estoppel applies to bar
revocation. A distance later, we find fruit trees. Those represent
profits, a form of servitude entitling its holder to enter land and take
from it some product of the soil. We pick a few pieces of fruit as a
profit-holder might and move on to encounter azalea bushes, each
flowering in different colors. Those represent the covenants, a part of
the habitat that is very different from the trees just encountered.
Covenants begin as contracts, not property interests. The azaleas come
in a multitude of colors, reflective of the many shades of covenants that
landowners might choose to enhance land use and enjoyment. Nearby
are the hydrangeas, the equitable servitudes. They are like the azaleas
(both are flowering bushes), yet different. While there is significant
factual overlap between covenants and equitable servitudes, those two
forms of servitude are separate and distinct.

When we get to the often dreaded system of estates and future
interests, I ask the class to imagine those interests existing inside a vast
English Tudor mansion. As we enter the first floor of this house of
learning, the rooms are labeled and furnished to represent each of the
four present possessory freehold estates. On the second floor, we find
the future interests. There, remainderman becomes a living


\textsuperscript{115} I ask the class to work with me here.
personality, as does his sinister distant relative, the executioner (or
holder of an executory interest). I pull out the essential attributes of
those interests by telling (and having the class add to) the story of those
characters and their extended family members’ lives (in the form, for
example, of the timid contingent remainders, the more confident
vested remainders and the bouncy springing and crafty shifting
executory interests).

C. Using Play to Enhance Whole-Mind Teaching and Learning

Play is an important adjunct to the use of story. It can help our
students to become a part of the story. Play is something we do in class
when we use games, puzzle-solving and role-play as forms of
investigation. As its name suggests, it is supposed to be fun as it
accesses the more kinesthetic and interactive learning pathways.\footnote{See generally\ ROBERT\ EPSTEIN, CREATIVITY\ GAMES\ FOR\ TRAINERS: A\ HANDBOOK OF\ GROUP\ ACTIVITIES\ FOR\ JUMPSTARTING WORKPLACE CREATIVITY (McGraw-Hill 1995) (describing the effectiveness of game-playing to build community, creativity and connection).} I
use play, for example, in my Commercial Law course when we explore
the parole evidence rule, a difficult provision that allows final contracts
to be supplemented by evidence of consistent additional terms but
prohibits the admission into evidence of contradictory proffers. The
rule endeavors to protect writings entered into with care and finality,
shielding them from contradiction by evidence of what allegedly
transpired before final integration. Still, while final writings cannot be
contradicted, they can be supplemented by consistent terms and by
relevant custom.

To illustrate those tenets, I distribute problem sets, work through
relevant cases and have the students engage in some group drafting of
effective merger and disclaimer clauses. Always, I see that some class
members continue to struggle with the rule and its applications. To
move the class away from the page, here I include a segment where I
ask a volunteer to come forward. I ask the class to imagine that the
volunteer is a “contract,” and that each item of clothing and every
accessory that s/he is now wearing represents a contract term. We
imagine that we were all parties to the formation of this “deal.” I ask
the class to assess the “living contract” to determine whether or not it
seems to be at least partially integrated or sufficiently “final” to be
worthy of parole evidence rule protection. In other words, how
carefully put together is this three-dimensional representation? This
becomes a visceral and visual determination, akin to the “you’ll know
it when you see it” approach. Most often, the class concludes that the
“contract” is at least thoughtfully constructed enough to be worthy of protection from contradiction.

Now I ask the group to assume that matters have become litigious, and that one of us seeks to introduce evidence to the effect that, for example, we had actually talked about and intended to include a “hat term” in the deal. The “contract” standing before the group does not include a hat term. I then actually place a hat on the “contract.” Sometimes it is a baseball cap. Other times, it may be a fedora, a cowboy hat or a sombrero. Would evidence relevant to the alleged determination to include a hat term be admissible? It depends. I ask the class to once again take a look at the deal that we struck. Does the proffer in my hand seem to be a consistent additional term? It may be, if it is a baseball cap and our “contract” is garbed in typical student attire, but it won’t be if it is a cowboy hat, unless for example our contextual setting puts the “deal” on the range or on a farm. The latter possibility reminds the class of the importance of assessing contracts in context, never divorcing a deal from its commercial setting.

Next, I place other “contract terms” (a belt, cufflinks, a t-shirt, sunglasses, a backpack) on the table in front of the class, and ask for volunteers to come down, pick a term and make the case for its admissibility or inadmissibility into evidence. For example, the student who selects the t-shirt term will likely argue against its admissibility, mindful that it contradicts the button-down shirt term that our contract is already wearing. Final deals should not be contradicted. Otherwise, what would be the point of entering into contracts with finality and care in the first place? Then, that same student makes the case for the shirt term’s admissibility, by arguing, for example, that it is a consistent additional term, meant to be worn as an undershirt, in accord perhaps with our past practices. Thereafter, a student makes the case for the introduction into evidence of the sunglass term. Our deal is not wearing sunglasses. Hence, the term seems to be a consistent additional term, unless our contract is so meticulously and fully integrated as to be “final, complete and exclusive.” The game continues as I ask students to attempt to supplement or seemingly contradict the terms of our “contract” by seeking to introduce a few more proffers, with each vignette anchoring a particular nuance of the rule and providing a basis for better understanding its rationale and context.

In Property, I toss a baseball into the assembly (gingerly and with poor aim) to get to the uncertainties of the rule of capture, as one student seems almost to have caught the ball until another student steps in or the ball drops to the ground. To assess the dubious
assumptions that underscore the law of finders, I plant items around the classroom that will be “found” during class, asking the finder to try to presume the true owner’s intent (was this item lost or mislaid?), a typically impossible task. In all of those instances, play incorporates multiple learning modalities, from the visual to the kinesthetic to the auditory.\textsuperscript{117}

Sometimes, I will have students write mini-scripts or devise “dramatic re-enactments” to get to various constructs and their applications. For instance, in my Property class, students wrote and acted out \textit{Porch Story}, which involved the saga of a client who sought permission to build a glass-enclosed front porch to help abate his child’s allergies. The proposed porch offended the local minimum setback requirements, necessitating an application for (and eventual grant of) an area variance. Thereafter, a tale entitled \textit{It Is About the Bike} introduced the class to a cyclist who was just fined for violating his residential development’s “no cycling” restrictive covenant. The possibilities here are vast and can touch on lots of larger concerns (for example, the “no cycling” rule offends environmental and wellness sensibilities and could be exclusionary by shutting out those without a car).

Play can also include music and song. Both are effective educational tools because music activates the sorts of neural firing patterns that simultaneously connect multiple brain centers. Those synchronized firing patterns enhance retention (something that Madison Avenue advertisers have intuited for decades. Think about the jingles that you can still recall even from years ago). Because it is such a potentially powerful neurological stimulant, music can also trigger the higher brain functions, such as creative problem-solving.\textsuperscript{118}

In class, sometimes I have students come up with jingles and rhymes to anchor various constructs. For example, in Commercial Law, I ask the class to devise a rhyme, set to a rhythm or melody, to get to the essence of how best to gauge quantity in requirements and output contracts under Article 2 of the Uniform Commercial Code. Samplings of what comes back include “what do you require buyer?” (the requirements contract), “if you make it, I’ll take it” (output) and “what will the giver deliver?” (output). Those rhymes become

\textsuperscript{117} See generally \textsc{Paula A. Franzese}, \textsc{Strategies and Techniques for Teaching Property} (2012) (setting forth pedagogical approaches to subject matter, mindful that students learn in different ways); \textsc{Robin Boyle & Rita Dunn}, \textit{Teaching Law Students Through Individual Learning Styles}, 62 A.B.A. L. REV. 213 (1998) (charting student learning differences and effective incorporation of multiple learning modalities).

cemted and help the class to identify the requirements or output contract later on when they see it again.

In Property, I invoke the Motown classic “It Takes Two” to get to the hallmark of the easement appurtenant, where two parcels of land must be involved. (One derives the benefit of the easement, and the other bears the burden of the easement). I assign students to create multi-sensory renderings of some of the cases and some of the bigger concepts. For example, I ask a team to collaborate on a field project, dispatching them to take photos of the servitudes in their neighborhoods. The group puts together a PowerPoint showing the products of their search and characterizing each of the entitlements that they perceived. The presentation includes a soundtrack and interactive questions so that the class can weigh in on how they think the interest presented ought to be classified.

D. Using Symphony to Appreciate Interconnectivity

Much like its musical referent, symphony is the composition we create for each day’s scope of coverage. As I prepare for class, I think about how the material is both part of an integrated whole as well as separately compartmentalized. At the start of each class, once the students are seated and ready, I use the board to present an outline of that day’s “composition,” placing the title of the given “piece” (i.e., unit) up on top and then dividing it into various “movements” (segments of coverage). If more than one unit or topic is to be covered, I build in an “interlude” to make the transition by linking relevant refrains that came earlier to what is about to come. As I teach, I often think of the class as the members of the orchestra. Each will be making a contribution, sometimes perhaps off-key but always capable of fine-tuning. I am the conductor. It is my job to lead, make transitions seamless and elicit the best from my musicians.

Using the board to present an outline for each class can be more effective than using PowerPoint to do the same because as students watch their professor generate the diagram in real time they are simulating both the act of writing and creating. Further, building finite “segments” into each class and sharing them with the group at the start facilitates conceptual learning. By helping students to see the big picture and its constitutive parts, we give them a platform from which to even more expansively relate and connect the constructs in new ways. Moreover, the “segment” approach adds predictability, helping students forecast where we are headed, and, by indicating how

---

119 See Becker, supra note 81 and accompanying text.
much time will be allotted for each segment, setting the expectation that when time is up, we move on. Finally, borrowing from what news producers know, using timed segments and showing at the start what those are appeals to media consumers’ (our students’) “viewing preferences,” allowing them to begin connecting the dots, know what to look forward to and how to comport their behavior accordingly.

Symphony speaks to the ways that we enhance our students’ aptitudes to see and find connections, even between settings that superficially seem unrelated. It engages the capacity to perceive correlations by linking together seemingly disparate elements. At bottom, “[s]ymphony is largely about relationships.” It is particularly appealing to multi-taskers (i.e., our students121), who are interested in and are usually very good at applying their repertoire of talents and range of conversancy in ways that can relate a particular context to others, sometimes reinventing the given construct in the process.122 For example, in Property, a student who majored in American history as an undergraduate linked the concept of partition to systems of subjugation, most specifically to the detriment of low-income black farmers. Another student, a socio-linguistics major, helped the class to see how courts’ use of language can even unconsciously send all sorts of messages. An urban studies/architecture major presented a compelling PowerPoint on how wondrous designs that defy convention would have been stymied had zoning laws had their way. Symphony encourages those sorts of integrative and interdisciplinary inquiries.

Our students want to learn how what they already know relates to what they are now studying. Symphony provides us with the opportunity to appeal to and effectively use our students’ diverse educational backgrounds to see how the law can fit into and draw upon those experiences to create meaningful outcomes. It facilitates a kind of holistic synthesizing, so that the law is seen not as separate from the social and natural sciences but instead as part of a much larger world order, where it can be both mirror of a certain status quo and catalyst for reform. Consideration of the multidisciplinary connections at hand helps to prepare our students to problemsolve in ways that transcend the purely legal.123

120 Pink, supra note 19, at 134.
121 See Grosz, supra note 110 and accompanying text.
122 Think about how Millennials have re-invented pop music, making the old new again by sampling hooks of earlier hits, electronically re-framing them and linking them to new melodies, and you have another metaphor for symphony.
123 See generally Janet Weinstein, Coming of Age: Recognizing the Importance of
Students lament the pigeonhole that they perceive law school education to be. They come to us already learned in particular spheres and yearn to know how that conversancy fits into their emerging understanding of the law. Their assigned readings seldom depart from the casebook, statutory authority and law review articles, and their in-class experiences are often perceived as limiting. I first noticed this perception years ago, when, as an introduction to the advent of zoning in my Property class, I began to describe the sociopolitical landscape of early twentieth century New York. Waves of immigrant workers, able to find employment only in factory sweatshops, began living near those factories in newly-created and squalid tenements, so that they could quickly walk to and from work. An unintended consequence found those “undesirables” now dwelling in relatively close proximity to the more privileged classes, who deemed their new neighbors “repulsive.” Those upper echelon citizens prevailed upon the mayor and political machine (whose favor had been bought) to “do something” to eradicate the “nuisance” in their midst. Hence, zoning came to New York as a way to relegate and classify uses to insure that the “wholesome, highest and best uses” (the townhouses inhabited by the likes of the Rockefellers and Vanderbilts) were kept protected and away from the less desirable uses (multiple-family dwellings, apartment buildings, commercial and industrial uses). Discussion came alive as the students, drawing upon their own conversancy with history, sociology, anthropology, economics and political science, began not only to contextualize zoning but also to critically reassess and recast its aims.

E. Meaning as Pathway to Purpose

Meaning is the quest to find purpose in the process of learning and then practicing the law. It is enhanced when the classroom experiences that we cultivate help our students to remain vigilantly mindful of the promise of our craft and their place in it. As my colleague Shavar Jeffries has said, “There can be no justice without just lawyers.” Teaching with meaning aims to deliberately infuse each class with strands of the ethical and moral imperatives that inform justice and that build just lawyers.


Teaching is a moral craft, requiring that we endeavor in all courses to communicate core values of ethics and professionalism. We help our students find meaning when we engage them in theoretical as well as practically applied considerations of right and wrong, of prudence and fairness, and of the struggles of the people behind the cases. In his recent Orientation address to Seton Hall Law School’s entering class, a senior faculty member put it this way:

We need lawyers with inner integrity and outer authenticity: lawyers who are self-constituted, selfpossessed and self-realized; lawyers who understand that law has moral value, that the authority of law depends on its ability to secure justice, that individual lawyers and the legal profession bear special responsibility for promoting truth, justice and the common good.\(^\text{125}\)

We provide pathways to meaning when we communicate to our students by words and actions the importance of heeding the call to service and when we help them to find ways to promote the common good.\(^\text{126}\) Time and again I remind my classes that the surest way out of our own pain is to help others find ways out of theirs.\(^\text{127}\) Particularly now, when so many are denied access to the law because of poverty or circumstance, there has never been a more important time for us, the lawyers, to enter the fray.

Meaning is enhanced when we give our students opportunities to see how theory can be put into practice. Mindful that “you can’t be what you can’t see,” in my first year Property course I encourage my students to see what can be done to do well and also to do good with the predicates that we establish in the classroom. Conceptual teaching aims not only to instruct, but also, to show. For example, students might spend a Friday afternoon in landlord/tenant court and then sign up to do pro bono work on behalf of indigent tenants. They might shadow a real estate lawyer on a closing and then accompany that

---


\(^{126}\) Raymond Brown, Jr., a human rights lawyer, recently cited to my Property class the observation that “a lawyer who is not in some way an agent for social change is a parasite.” Raymond Brown, Jr., Remarks delivered at the Loving the Law Day Celebration (Feb. 15, 2013).

\(^{127}\) See Paula A. Franzese, From Tragedy, Hope: The Good Lawyer and the Pursuit of the Public Interest, 32 Seton Hall L. Rev. 451, 453 (2002) (“As lawyers, we are public servants. We are not automatons, technicians or hired guns. We are people, representing people in need. When we gauge each other’s measure, service, integrity and that commitment to people should be what counts.”).
lawyer to one of the sites of Hurricane Sandy’s devastation to help distressed homeowners through the web of legalities that attend the rebuilding process. They might conduct a title search in the county hall of records and learn how that system can protect the vulnerable and the elderly against fraudulent conveyances. For each of the units that we cover, I provide the class with the names and contact information of alumni who practice in that particular field and who are willing to be mentors to show interested students what they do, how it is relevant to what the class is studying and how they derive meaning from the work that they do.

Enhancing meaning is a nuanced task that gets students to think about and talk about how to deal with moral issues, particularly when they seek to do the right thing in contexts where that impulse is not exalted. Elements that value winning at all costs can quickly devolve into an “if it is legal, it is ethical” mindset.\textsuperscript{128} We need to be reminding our classes that just because one has a right to do something does not mean that it is the right thing to do.\textsuperscript{129} Here, I ask my students to think about their first principles. What do they stand for? What are their “non-negotiables”—those values and virtues that they are not willing to compromise? I share my own answers to those questions and ask guest speakers to share theirs.

Every week I build into class coverage a segment called “The Good Lawyer.” During that segment, I present a hypothetical that builds on the material at hand by presenting an ethical dilemma for the lawyer and her client. For example, in my Commercial Law class, when we cover the statute of frauds in the context of Article 2 of the Uniform Commercial Code (governing contracts for the sale of goods), we consider the admissions exception to the writing requirement.\textsuperscript{130} That exception provides that one does not need a writing to authenticate the existence of a deal when the party against whom enforcement is sought admits to it in sworn pleadings.\textsuperscript{131} What do you do, I ask, when your client comes to you and indicates that an oral contract was struck

\textsuperscript{128} See generally Paula A. Franzese & Daniel J. O’Hern, Sr., Restoring the Public Trust: An Agenda for Ethics Reform of State Government and a Proposed Model for New Jersey, 57 Rutgers L. Rev. 1175, 1234 (“Leaders deal with moral issues, many of which are not particularly valued by those elements of our society that emphasize competition and winning at all costs.”).

\textsuperscript{129} See generally Oliver Wendell Holmes, The Path of the Law, 10 Harv. L. Rev. 457 (1897) (“If you want to know the law and nothing else, you must look at it as a bad man, who cares only for the material consequences which such knowledge enables him to predict, not as a good one, who finds his reasons for conduct, whether inside the law or outside of it, in the vaguer sanctions of conscience.”).

\textsuperscript{130} U.C.C. § 2-201 (West 2014).

\textsuperscript{131} Id.
but that, since “nothing was ever put in writing,” he is off the hook? First, the class has an opportunity here to recall the very purpose of the statute of frauds, which endeavors not to bar the enforcement of oral contracts but instead to prevent the fabrication of deals never actually struck. Second, the admissions exception to the writing requirement means that the client, when deposed, would either have to lie under oath about the existence of the deal (thereby perjuring himself) or answer truthfully that a deal was struck (thereby negating the statute of frauds as a defense to its enforcement). The attorney who is complicit in the client’s telling of a lie has suborned perjury, an offense that can lead to disbarment as well as civil and criminal sanctions.

As our students find themselves serving in arenas that transcend the purely legal, they will need to know how the precepts that guide attorney professionalism can inform other settings’ “best practices.” In these increasingly interconnected times, our graduates will wear several hats, whether as corporate compliance officer, company executive charged with overseeing human resources, liaison to international operations, or any of a number of variations on intersecting circles of influence. They will be called on to exercise good judgment, a task that requires discernment. Our students come to better understand what that is when we call it out as we see it, in the behaviors and decisionmaking at play in the materials that we teach and the classroom exchanges that those materials inspire. Moreover, in all classes we need to be consciously engaged in the task of inoculating what we communicate with healthy doses of the sort of common sense and comportment that enjoys universal appeal.

We engage in conceptual teaching aimed at enhancing meaning when we ask our students to think about the big questions such as, what is the kind of society in which we wish to live? In these times of “market triumphalism,” where markets have invaded virtually all domains, where do markets actually belong and, if they have exceeded appropriate bounds, how do we keep them in place? In my Property class, for example, we talk about how markets alter housing, and thereby civic engagement, friendship, and education and think about whether commercialism erodes community. For instance, the gates and walls that privileged classes can now live behind diminish the prospects for people from different walks of life to encounter one

---

133 See Michael J. Sandel, What Money Can’t Buy: The Moral Limits of Markets 202 (2012) (“The era of market triumphalism has coincided with a time when public discourse has been largely empty of moral and spiritual substance. Our only hope of keeping markets in their place is to deliberate openly and publicly about the meaning of the goods and social practices we prize.”).
another. As the gaps between economic groups widen, "the marketization of everything means that people of affluence and people of modest means live increasingly separate lives." Is that a satisfying way to live? What does that mean for democracy?

Meaning is forged when we remind our students of the value of precedent but also of our imperative to work to change bad laws. For example, one colleague helps her students to understand the role of lawyers and the importance of advocacy when she teaches, in Evidence, of the previously entrenched exception to the hearsay rule for excited utterances and the ways that it offends constitutional guarantees and public policy. From that springboard, the class comes to appreciate that while precedent may bind us, it does not force us to blindly accept its flaws. She teaches that advocates must have the discernment and the courage to know when to stand up for clients by challenging wrongful precedent. The class then takes up the seminal case where such a challenge to the hearsay exception was waged successfully. There, the litigators’ tenacity and skillfulness yielded a vindication of the Confrontation Clause’s assurances.

At bottom, the ability to derive meaning from our experiences as lawyers depends in significant measure on whether or not we are willing to believe that our profession is good and noble. I believe that it is, and I communicate that faith unabashedly. I ask my students to consider acting and speaking as if they love the law, and then to watch as their experiences begin to match their level of rhetoric.

Teaching with meaning can transmute “the dull details into romance.” To that end, every February, right around Valentine’s Day, my first year class celebrates Loving the Law. The event takes its name from remarks that Justice Cardozo made to the first graduating class of New York University Law School, where he urged the new lawyers to “love the law, and treat it as if you love it.” In anticipation of the day, the group puts together a book of images, quotes, case law

133 See David Callies & Paula Franzese, Residential Privilege: The Advent of the Guarded Subdivision, in AMERICA’S SECOND GILDED AGE? PERSPECTIVES IN LAW AND CLASS DIFFERENCES (Trina Jones & Paul Carrington, eds., 2006); Sandel, supra note 130, at 202 (“The more things money can buy, the fewer the occasions when people from different walks of life encounter one another.”).
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excerpts and literary references that hold particular meaning for them, as well as a video montage of inspiring law-related clips from celebrated speeches, oral arguments, films and documentaries that represent the best that lawyers can be. Each student is invited to bring in a guest(s) who has made a difference in that student’s life (whether a parent, spouse, partner, dear friend, or mentor) to join us for the celebration, during which we hear from practitioners, judges, policy-makers, upper-class students and faculty on why they have chosen to love the law and how they treat it as if they love it.\textsuperscript{141} The most satisfying part of the experience comes when each class member introduces his or her guest, indicating why that person matters so much. As lawyers, that is part of what I ask my students to do: to remember to see what needs to be seen and to remain anchored in gratitude for the people on whose shoulders they stand.

History teaches that the principal cause of human suffering is forgetfulness. I want my students to remember where they come from and to call to mind the struggles and sacrifices made by those who came before them, in generations past and in more recent memory. They have been called to this craft to vindicate the hopes and dreams of those ancestors. They are here to use the formidable instrument of the law to be givers of hope and a voice for those who have yet to find their own. As lawyers, they will close the gap between what is and what ought to be.

IV. Conclusion

In these difficult times, as law teachers we are uniquely situated to frame the task of reinvention for both the academy and the profession. Staying relevant against the backdrop of significant demographic, socio-cultural and economic shifts that have altered the ways that the law is perceived, accessed and practiced requires that we re-think and re-brand the theoretical and practical skill sets that we teach. We better prepare our students for success in a conceptual age when we endeavor

\textsuperscript{141} It bears mentioning that when I first propose the idea for the day to the class, invariably and quite understandably some students are dubious, or simply not feeling the love. I acknowledge that response, but encourage the doubters to “fake it until you make it.” So much of what we know about body language and linguisticultural connections reveals that we can act our way into a feeling by the words we choose and the postures we embrace. Noam Shpancer, \textit{Action Creates Emotion}, PSYCHOL TODAY (Oct. 25, 2010), http://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/insighttherapy/201010/actioncreatesemotion. One of the most gratifying aspects of the \textit{Loving the Law} Day experience comes when a student, who was sure that the idea was goofy, later stops in to say that he was deeply moved and pleasantly surprised by the magnitude of the day and its effect on him.
in all courses to access and fortify their whole mind aptitudes. We do that when we consciously cultivate a classroom environment where students, having studied and analyzed the weight of authority, critically assessing the logic applied (metaphorically left-mind aptitudes), can develop a cohesive experience about its meaning and applications (right-mind processes) and a baseline of proficiency that integrates both contextually deductive and emotional intelligences (whole mind). Meaning is enhanced when students are helped to forge a narrative about the given subject matter, linking that story to the larger historical, cultural and socio-economic frameworks of which given cases, statutory and regulatory authority are just a part. Most essentially, in the classroom adeptness is heightened when we present our students with opportunities to weave together the theoretical, doctrinal, historical and more contemporary contextual threads by applying those strands to settings that feel real.

The effort that the task of reinvention requires has effects that will transcend the exigencies of our time. Henry Adams put it aptly when he observed that “a teacher affects eternity; he can never know where his influence stops.” Each of us will hold an enduring place in our students’ intellectual, ethical and professional trajectories. As teachers, we are constantly modeling behaviors that will help to shape the caliber and appeal of those paths. Particularly now, with its very relevance at stake, it behooves us to remain acutely mindful of the power and opportunity that the craft, and our place in it, presents. We can teach and also show our students a view of the legal profession that is noble, honorable and, if justice is to be achieved, indispensable. The care that we take with each and every class can demonstrate our love for the law, our profession, and the sacred trust that we share with our students. At its best, our teaching is that love made visible.